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(Prepared for  th a use nf Government Depprtments when purchasing 
coal under specification). 

When payment for steau coal is to be based on the qu-7115.ty 
of coal, as shown by the analysis of the simple submitted, it 
is essential that the greatest possible cars te taken tc insure 
that the sample is representative of the coal delivered. 

The basic principle of sampling is to take a sufficiently 
large gross sample of several hunc'red pounds, and after crush-
ing and intimate mi, reduce -.che  salle  by suitable means to 
about ten potnds, half - cf which is despatched for laboratory 
analysis and the °the: half ietained for arbitrational examina-
tion in case of dispue. 

The gross sample must be representative of  the  various 
kinds of mate7ial rieFfert, -that ic, the distribution of the vFzi- 
ous substances sucE as lump. bone, slate, pyrites clid other con- 
stituents which e to make up the rass, must be me.intained with- 
out any ehalige in their reltive proportions ns originally present. 

L.mount  of Gross Sample. 

In p-fncuring a rerrd:sentative sanple a large elament of 
safety resie.ec in the ouantity taken. In general the larger the 
amount, tke more rercesertative 7UL will be.  However, conditions 
differ. It is eaPiesc, for axalàple, to  procure an even sample 
from a carload of screenings thàn frou a carload or other mass 
of lump or ru n of mine coal. In the intter case larger amounts 
should be trlen than in the former. 
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The limite  of practicability for the proper handling of 
the sample must, however, be considered. In general the gross 
sample should weigh-200--600 lbs. Doubtless 200 lbs. of screen-
ings, taken with fairly good distribution thruout the unloading 
of a 40 or 50 ton car, will yield a very true sample. The 
difficulties increase with the increase of the size of the 

' particles, as in the ease of lump or mire run coal. If mechanical 
appliances for grinding are available, the larger amount should 
be taker, but a smaller sample well crushed doen before quarter-
ing is better than &greater mass quartered down while the 
particles are still in large pieces. 

sampling a Carload: 

A car of coal may be sampled to the best advantage in the 
secess of unloaddng. An occasional half shovelful should be 
.own into a proper receptacle so that by the time the car is 

..iloaded approximately 200 lbs. evenly distributed thruout the 
load, will have been taken. This will mean about one half 
shovelful far every ten full scoops. They are best taken in the 
process of shovelling from the bottom of the car, since the top 
coal rolls down and mines fairly evenly with the bottom. It 
shauld be kept in mind in taking a sample there must be obtained 
the different sizes of coal, fine and coarse in their proper 
proportions, from the entire cross section  of the mass and also 
an even distribution of the sample lengthwise of the car. The 
sample thus obtained should be treated as outlined below under 
the heading /I:Mixing and Reducing the Gross Sampleo,  - 

Sampling a Car Wilaheut Unloading or Sampling a Pile.  

The finer particles of a coal mass are higher in ash and 
have a greater specific gravity than the larger lumps. They are 

•therefore more likely to separate by gravity from the coarser 
material. On this account, if a car is to be sampled without 
unloading; or a pile of coal is to be sampled, it is necessary 
to take the sample from different depths. This may be done by 
digging three trenches, one near each end and one near the middle, 
taking the sample at different depths at sufficient intervals 
across the exposed faces to make the 200 lb.. sample representa- 

• tive. These trenches should go darn nearly to the bottom of the 
mass and each size be taken as nearly as possible in its proper 
proportion. Lump and run of mine lots are much more difficult 
to sample than screenings, but it should be noted that the qual- 

• ity of screenings in a car may vary greatly as not infrequently 
a car is loaded from two or more bins containing coal of differ-
ent size and composition. After obtaining the gross sample, the 
methods to be followed are the same as those described below. 

Alternate Method of Sampline= Slack or Small-sized Coal. 

For sampling slack or small-sized coal, the upipet,  method 
may be used. Ji 5-1/2 foot length of 2-1/2" boiler tube may be 
used for the purpose. The pipe must be prepared by providing 
on one end a toothed and sharpened cutting edge. A cup or 
header may be placed on the other end of the pipe to permit driv- . 
ing into the coal by means of a sledge. Roles driven into the 
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pipe near.the header will permit the insertion of a rod by which 
the pipa may be given  a quarter tarn after each blow of the 
hammer.' These• holes also permit the escape of air which other-
wise.would be forced through the OCie, carrying with it due 
which should form a pertion cf the sample.  This sampling  pipe
muat be used to make borings .  at regular inteevals over the car- 
load, a saflicieilt:number of berngs being . taken to seàure a 
sample of not :Le  on than 200 lbs. per car. Jueter.  the pipe has been 
driven into  the  coal neatly to the heaiter, it must be withdrawn' 
carefIlly. The core wh5eh it coutaius may be emptied into à 
bucket:by tapping the gpe.with a hammcr, and the gross sample.thus 
obtained should - be treated as follows: 

Mixing - and Reducing the Crons Sarrol.e.  

Successive ertehing, mixing ard reduction should be carried 
out until the sample has been re&iced to 10 lbs. of 1/8 inch coal. 
Mixing should be.curried out by coning and re-coning as illus-
trated . in the accOupanying plate reproduction (from U.S.Bureau of 
Mines)., ruantities of less than 125 lbs. should be mixed by 
placing,on a suitable eleth or cavas  about CO by 81 and rolling . 
sample back- and foth by raisirg first one end of the - cloth and 
then the other. . Pieteen or twenty such alterations may be eon-
sideréd'sUfficient to effect an even mix. 

. ahen thoroughly mired the sample shall be cryaed by gather-
ing together the four CoIners of the cloth. The cone shall then 
be flattened, the apex being pressed vertically downwards with a 
shovel or board, se that when the pUe has been quartered, each 
quarter shall.contain the material originally in it. The flat-
tened Mass, which Shall be of uniform.thickneJs and diameter, 
shall then be marked into quarters alon3 two diameters at right 
angles to.each ether. . The reduction of the sample is ..theni 
effected by, discarding diagonally opposite quarters. The space 
vacated by th2se two quarters must be swept clean before pro-
ceeding with the next crushing and mixing. 

Ratio of Size to Mass in the Gross Sample. 

essuming that the sample as taken is made up of the various 
kinds of material in proper proportion, an important item is to 
maintain those variables in their ratios thruout the process of 
reducing the gross amount to a small working or laboratory 
sample as above outlined. 

The final ratio of sizes should be determined by the method 
available for grinding. If a power crusher is available the 
entire sample should be put through the mill and reduced to pass 
a 1/4" screen. If the -crushing must be done by hand, the first 
reduction in size should be such that the entire mass will pass 
through a 1 inch screen. When by quartering, the sample is , 
reduced .to 100 lbs., the size of the particles should be further 
reduced to pass a 1/2 inch screen, and with a 50 lb. sample the 
crushing should be carried to 1/4 inch. 



• 	The following table indicates the permiseble sizes in the 
various stages of reduction: 

Pt. of Sarrele to be 
divided  (p'èunds) 

500 
250 
125 

6() 
30 

Care should be taken to prevent the 1ce4 of any of the in-
gredients of the sample, er the admixture cf foreign motter, and 
likewiee great care elaculd be taken lc esuard against less of 
moisture in the procces of colleetins and reducing the sample. 

Disposition of  Final Sample  for  Analyeis. 

When the sample  ha  a been redn.eed in the above manner to 
approximawleY 10 16s., tele eliveutii;y ehall be-divided into two 
equal  pas,  end eaeh paet plaeed in containers ouitable for trans-
portation and sealed, Dno &ample shall be forwarded to the test-
in laboratory, and the other to be held in rceerve, to be analyz-
ed in the event of dispute, damage or loes, to the corresponding 
sample. 

Composite Samples. 

When it is desired to make a composite sample from as high 
as 5 earloads, the large 2PO--e00 lber sample frem each car may 
be put in a sinele pile before proceeding to mix, quarter and re-
duce the size of the coal partieles, for the final leboratory 
sample as deseribed above. Where laberatory suries have been 
prepared from single carloads and when it is afterwazds desired 
to have a main eample represent a shipment of two or more carloads, 
the preliminary  single  carload samples may be united as a final 
composite sample to be forrarded to the laboratory for analyais. 

Sample Container and the Pillin;i; of Same. - 

Each final 5 lb. sample should be immediately placed in a 
container and sealed air tight. The coal should be firmly packed 
in the container so as .to occupy as much of the epace as possible, 
as in this way air is more nearly excluded. This packing is beut 
accomplished by shaking or jarring the container repeatedly and 
vigorously while filling it with the cruahed sample. 

Different kinds of containers may be used providing they 
can  be Made air tiht. Ordinary glass jars us used for preserving 
fruit, when properly sealed and packed are satisfactory, but metal 
cans with screw-top lids are preferable. Ls a two quart sealer • 
will liold about 2-1/2 lbs. of crushed coal, the five pound labora-
tory sample way be shipped in two gl.ass sealers of this capacity. 
metel can 4-1/20 outside diameter by 12 11  high will hold 5 lbs. 

of erushed coal. Sueh.a containet may be shipped by parcel post 
as its overall weie;ht ;il1  corne iel' uithin the 11 lbs. maximum 

Imeg*vt size cf coal and iMeleities 
all.ted  before division. 

- 	1 inch 
. 3/ 4  " 

1 4, 	Tr -1. 
1/8 
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parcel post weight. A galvanized iron metal can, of the above. 
dimensions fitted with a standard  screw cap of 3 0  diameter (by lu 
high) is recommended by the Mines Branch. 

Sealing the Container and Description of Sample. 

When glass jars are used the usual rubber washer should be 
inserted in ths pionar place ta insure the container being air 
tight. Similarly a washer or a disc of rubber should be inserted 
in the screw cap of the metal container so that when screwed down 
tight, all air is excluded from the container. As a further  pro-
tection to ineure air tightness, the cap when in place and screw-
ed down, may be wrapped carefully with several layers of adhesive 
tape. The sample may be designated either by placing a sample 
mark or other designation on the label, pasted on the outside of 
the container, or by inserting a paper giving description, etc., 
in an envelope and placed inside of the container just before 
sealing.  The double  ecaution of describing the sample both on 
the outside label and in an inside envelope is advisable. 

Descriptive Labels. 

Special attention should be given to filling  out standard 
forms or labels, The following form is recommended: 

D:EPARDIENT OF 	  

Coal delivered to • 	  
(Institution, etc.) 

Container No. 	  Sample No. 

Name of Contractor 	  

Coal, kind and size 	  

No. of tons represented by this sample 	 

Date of delivery 	 ' Date of making sample 

Other details and remarks . 	  

• 

Signed: 



Crush 1,000-pound sample on 
hard, clean surface to I" sire 

I,000 - pound sample crusTled 

to 1" and coned 
itM- IttP-o-ïming long piTe. 

A— spreading out first shovelful. 

8— long  pile completed  

Halving by alternate shovel method. 
Shovelfuls I, 3, 5, etc., reserved as 5,A; 

2, 4, 6, etc., rejected as 5, B 

• — 
Crush 500-pound sample 

(fig. 5, A)to9.i." sire 

Ale; 

Crush 250-pound sample 
A)to Vg" 

7 
500 pounds crushed tolt." and coned 

250-pounds crushed to ;" and coned 

•■■• 

teeewee.g 
A 

Mix by formingleirg 
A— spreading out first shovelful. 
B— long pile completed 

13 
Mix by forming new cone 

=me 

i 
	9 

alving by alternathe oval method. 
Shovelfuls I, 3, 5, etc., reserved  as 10,  A; 

2, 4, 6,  etc,  rejected asI0, B  

Quarter after flattening cone 

Second stage 

Third stage 

- 

7 

Long pile divided Into tvvo ports; 

A—reserve: B — r °Jed 

Long pile divided into two parts; 
A — reserve; B — reject 

I 5 

TT  20 

B 
- 

OC10  -  ',Faun 
s•mplo 

3 - 	- 4 

_ 

NOTE 
SELECT A HARO, CLEAN 

SURFACE, FREE OF CRACKS 
AND PROTECTED FROM 
RAIN, SNOW, WIND, AND 
BEATING SUN. DO NOT LET 
CINDERS, SAND, CHIPPINGS 
FROM FLOOR, OR ANY 
OTHER FOREIGN MATTER 
GET INTO THE SAMPLE. 
PROTECT SAMPLE FROM 
LOSS OR GAIN IN MOISTURE 

Sample divided into quarters 	Retain opposite quarters A, A. 
Reject quarters B, B 

- l r 
5 

Fou rt h stage. 

19 	I 
Crush125-pound sample (fig.16: A, A) 

on blanket to*s" size 
Mix by rolling on blanket Form cone after mixing Quarter after flattening cone Sample divided into quarters Retain opposite quarters A, A. 

Reject quarters B, B 

Fifth otage. 

Crush 60-pound sample (fig. 22:  A, A 
to !4" six* 

Mix by roiling on blanket Form cone after mixing Quarter after flattening  cons  Simple  divided into quarters Retain opposite quarters ft, A. 
Reject quarters B, B 

Sixth stage. 

Crush 30-pound sample (fig. 28: A, A) 
tol'e" or 4-vnesh size 

Mix by rolling on blanket Form cone after mixing Quarter after flattening cone 

- 

33 

Sample divided into quarters 
34] 

pi two 5-pound sarripie containers fron. 
A, A, one for laboratory, one for reserve 

METHOD OF PREPARING A SAMPLE OF COAL BY HAND. THE NECESSARY TOOLS ARE A SHOVEL, TAMPER, BLANKET MEASURING ABOUT 6 BY  8  FEET. BROOM, AND RAKE. THE COAL IS RAKED 

WHILE BEING CRUSHED. SO  THAT ALL LUMPS WILL BE CRUSHED. FLOOR OR BLANKET IS SVVEPT CLEAN OF DISCARDED COAL EACH TIME AFTER SAMPLE 15 HALVED  OR QUARTERED. 


